First-principles simulations suggest that additional OH formation in the troposphere can result from ozone interactions with the surface of cloud droplets. Ozone exhibits an affinity for the airwater interface, which modifies its UV and visible light spectroscopic signatures and photolytic rate constant in the troposphere. Ozone cross sections on the red side of the Hartley band (290-to 350-nm region) and in the Chappuis band (450-700 nm) are increased due to electronic ozone-water interactions. This effect, combined with the potential contribution of the O 3 + hν → O(
First-principles simulations suggest that additional OH formation in the troposphere can result from ozone interactions with the surface of cloud droplets. Ozone exhibits an affinity for the airwater interface, which modifies its UV and visible light spectroscopic signatures and photolytic rate constant in the troposphere. Ozone cross sections on the red side of the Hartley band (290-to 350-nm region) and in the Chappuis band (450-700 nm) are increased due to electronic ozone-water interactions. This effect, combined with the potential contribution of the O 3 + hν → O( ) photolytic channel at the interface, leads to an enhancement of the OH radical formation rate by four orders of magnitude. This finding suggests that clouds can influence the overall oxidizing capacity of the troposphere on a global scale by stimulating the production of OH radicals through ozone photolysis by UV and visible light at the air-water interface.
atmospheric chemistry | heterogeneous processes | reactive oxidant species | computer simulations O zone, which is generated in the stratosphere, is well known to strongly absorb solar radiation in the UV region and contribute to the radiative forcing of the atmosphere, thereby influencing climate (1, 2) . Changes in ozone abundances can perturb UV radiation levels in the atmosphere and at Earth's surface, and thus the extensive quantification of ozone distributions is critical to understanding its impact on the global environment. Stratospheric ozone distribution changes can affect the temperature in the stratosphere as well as impact photochemical processes in the troposphere. Tropospheric ozone can be produced photochemically in situ or transported down from the stratosphere. Tropospheric ozone exhibits significant radiative forcing, because O 3 is a greenhouse gas, but it also acts as a pollutant; its concentration is one of the measures to indicate the air quality worldwide.
The photochemistry of ozone in the troposphere is, on the other hand, an important source of hydroxyl radicals, which are key to the chemistry of the atmosphere and determine the fate of anthropogenically emitted organic compounds (3) . Hydroxyl radicals are mainly produced through the reactions O 3 + hνðλ < 310 nmÞ → Oð 1 Field measurements over the equatorial Pacific found significant variability of tropospheric ozone and hydroxyl radical concentrations, which has been suggested to affect the oxidizing efficiency of the troposphere (4). On the other hand, different experiments have suggested that current atmospheric models are missing a source of OH radicals. Discrepancies between models and observations in forested and polluted environments, for instance, indicated that OH chemistry is not fully understood (5) (6) (7) (8) . Frost and Vaida (9) were the first to propose that ozone in the low atmosphere could form a weakly bound complex with water, whose photodissociation could account for up to 15% of the available OH in the troposphere. The implicit assumption is that the long-wavelength absorption of ozone may be enhanced as a result of complexation with water, i.e., λ > 411 nm. Shifts in the O 3 spectrum as a function of the environment have been reported in the literature (10, 11) . This makes the absorption of UV/visible radiation by O 3 -H 2 O an important factor in the accurate quantification of the complex's photochemical contribution to OH abundances. Experiments by Hurwitz and Naaman (12) show that photodissociation through irradiation with 355 nm generated a quantum yield of the hydroxyl radical of 1%. However, experiments by Jin et al. (13) observed no UV absorption by the complex at 351.8 nm and hence found the contribution of OH from UV photolysis of the complex to be an insignificant source of OH at this wavelength. Axson et al. (14) carried out cavity ring down measurements in the HugginsChappuis minimum and looked for cluster signatures without finding them. Recent O 3 -H 2 O photochemical studies in cryogenic neon matrices show the quantum yield from 355 nm photolysis to be unity (15) . With such visceral disagreement among laboratory studies, a thorough understanding of the effect of water on the UV-Vis absorption bands of ozone is a critical step toward providing resolution. This information is essential to elucidating the photochemistry of ozone in regions of the atmosphere of high water content and to clarifying the role of ozone-water
Significance
Ozone is one of the most important atmospheric trace gases in Earth's atmosphere. It can interact with water in the gas phase as well as with water in cloud droplet surfaces. This work identifies unique spectral signatures for ozone adsorbed at the surface of cloud water droplets in the UV and visible light domains. The adsorption process itself is thermodynamically spontaneous. With this information, it is found that the photochemistry of ozone at the air-water interface is a significant previously unidentified source of OH radicals generated at the surface of clouds. The broader implication is that the surface of cloud water droplets can be an active chemical reactor that contributes to the oxidizing capacity of the troposphere on a global scale.
interactions as a potential additional source of OH radicals. The present work is an attempt to address these questions. In Earth's atmosphere, ozone-water intermolecular interactions occur in the gas phase but they also take place in the condensed phase because ozone can be adsorbed by the surface of cloud water droplets. It is therefore important to know the spectroscopic implications of this interaction on the spectral shifts and intensities (absorption cross sections) of ozone bands. No spectroscopic studies to date have reported how water affects the spectrum of ozone at the air-water interface, despite the overall favorable energetics of the adsorption process suggested by molecular dynamics simulations based on empirical force fields (16, 17) . This report provides the results of the effect of this interface on lowlying excited states of ozone from high-level ab initio calculations. First-principles molecular dynamics simulations are used to study the dynamics of ozone and determine its electronic spectrum at the air-water interface for the first time to our knowledge. The implications of the ozone spectral changes in terms of atmospheric OH production rates are evaluated and lead us to the conclusion that the photochemistry on clouds constitutes an additional source of OH radicals in the troposphere.
Results
Six singlet electronic states of ozone play a fundamental role in the photodissociation process. In Table 1 , we summarize the calculations for the vertical transition energies of ozone in the gas phase obtained at the multireference configuration interaction (MRCI) level. In the UV excitation range, the Hartley band originates from photoexcitation to the 1 1 B 2 and 2 1 A 2 electronic states (18, 19) , and the Huggins band involves the 2 1 A 1 electronic state (20) . These two absorption bands shield Earth's surface from the harmful UV solar emissions, protecting living organisms from harmful radiation. In the visible range, excitation to the lowest 1 1 B 1 and 1 1 A 2 electronic states originates from the weaker Chappuis band (18, 19) . The electronic nature of this band involves transitions from the σ OO (6a 1 and 4b 2 ) and π OO (1a 2 ) orbitals to the antibonding π* OOO (2b 1 ) orbital, but the absorption spectrum in this wavelength region is further complicated by multiple crossings between singlet and triplet electronic states along the potential energy surface, which opens multiple photodissociation channels (18, 19) .
Crucial to the analysis of the spectral signatures of ozone at the air-water interface is the thermodynamics of the adsorption process. The free energy profile for the transfer of ozone from gas phase to bulk water is obtained from combined quantum mechanics and molecular mechanics (QM/MM) molecular dynamics simulations. Despite the hydrophobic character of ozone, for which a positive solvation free energy in water of +1.7 kcal/mol (1M → 1M) has been measured (22) , our QM/MM simulations predict a significant stabilization at the air-water interface. Indeed, ozone at the interface is predicted to be more stable than ozone in gas phase (by −1.3 kcal/mol) or in bulk water (by −3.0 kcal/mol), these values being comparable to, although slightly larger than, previous estimations (16, 17) . Interestingly, the average dipole moment of ozone at the air-water interface increases by almost 25% with respect to its gas-phase value, from 0.66D to 0.82D [QM/MM calculations on 1,000 snapshots from the simulations, using the Becke-3 parameter-Lee-Yang-Parr hybrid exchange-correlation functional (B3LYP) and the augmented correlation consistent-polarized valence triple zeta (aug-ccpVTZ) basis set]. However, the modification of other electronic ground-state molecular properties is small: O-O distances and bond orders increase by ca. 10 −3 Å and 10 −3 a.u., respectively, whereas the highest occupied molecular orbital-lowest unoccupied molecular orbital gap increases by less than 2 × 10 −2 eV. Data from the molecular dynamics (MD) simulations let us also make an estimation of the interface width. Fig. 1 illustrates the relative position of ozone with respect to the average interface as a function of time (data from the 100-ps MD simulation). Ozone exhibits quite large fluctuations around the interface, the position varying roughly between −4 Å, where ozone is virtually surrounded by water molecules and therefore solvation effects are comparable to bulk effects, and +4 Å, where ozone interaction with water molecules is fairly weak. The interface width can therefore be estimated to 8 Å and the molecular properties of ozone are expected to exhibit large fluctuations, between gas-phase and bulk solution values.
The calculated UV and visible light (UV-Vis) absorption spectrum of ozone at the air-water interface (convoluted MRCI/ correlation consistent-polarized valence double zeta (cc-pVDZ) calculations on 300 snapshots from the QM/MM simulation) is displayed in Fig. 2 where, for comparison, we also report the spectrum of ozone in the gas phase at the same theoretical level (using in this case snapshots from a gas-phase QM MD simulation for ozone). Gas-phase experimental data (23) are also reported in Fig. 2 . The agreement between the calculated and the experimental gas-phase spectrum is quite satisfying considering that, except for a systematic energy shift of the excitations (Methods), no scaling has been applied to the calculated oscillator strengths. Interface effects influence very slightly the position of the Hartley band maximum, although they produce an enlargement of the band in its red part (Fig. 2, Inset A) . In addition, the calculated absorption cross section in the Chappuis band (Fig. 2, Inset B) shows a remarkable interface effect: The cross-section maximum increases by a factor of about 1.8, the band is red shifted by about 19 nm, and a remarkable enlargement of the band is predicted in the red side (Fig. 2, Inset B) [experimental estimates of solvation effects on the Chappuis band have been reported (10, 11) in aqueous solution]. Analysis of the calculated excitation energies and oscillator strengths highlights the effect resulting from orbital interactions in the ozone-water hydrogen-bonded complexes, whereas the polarization effect due to the highly asymmetric electric field at the interface plays only a minor role. For instance, if the interface spectrum is recalculated with all water molecules being treated classically, the gas-phase Chappuis band is only slightly perturbed (the maximum of the cross section in the Chappuis band appears at 597 nm and amounts to 3.8 × 10 , respectively). One might also wonder what the effect would be of treating further water molecules quantum mechanically. Such computations are too costly at the MRCI level used here but qualitative trends have been studied using time-dependent density functional theory, showing that the main effect is a significant enlargement of the Chappuis band, without an additional increase of the absorption maximum.
Discussion and Conclusions
Because ozone adsorption at the water surface produces a strong modification of the UV-Vis spectrum at wavelengths relevant to the troposphere, the photolysis rate and the subsequent chemistry may be significantly changed. The photolysis rate constant is defined as
where σ is the ozone absorption cross section, ϕ is the quantum yield, q is the actinic flux, and λ is the wavelength. Both, σ and ϕ depend on the molecular environment of ozone-gas phase or interface. Moreover, it is well known that multiple dissociation pathways are possible for ozone. The spin-allowed photolysis of ozone in the Hartley absorption band is the dominant process,
although in the lower atmosphere, photolysis through this channel is limited to wavelengths higher than 290 nm because the actinic flux decays to zero at shorter wavelengths. Laboratory experiments (24) Recommended O( 1 D) quantum yields in the 290-to 350-nm range can be found in the work reported by Matsumi et al. (24) .
Another spin-allowed process that is in principle attainable even at higher wavelengths leads to the formation of atomic and molecular oxygen in their ground electronic states O 3 + hνðλ < 1180 nmÞ → Oð 3 PÞ + O 2 X 3 Σ − g ; [6] for which the quantum yield in the Chappuis band is unity (25) . In the troposphere, this reaction is considered to play a negligible role in the gas-phase chemistry of ozone owing to a fast recombination rate. However, for ozone at a water interface, this photolytic pathway becomes relevant because the reaction of O( 3 P) with water to form two OH radicals is energetically accessible in the Chappuis band region. This reaction has been investigated in the literature (26, 27) but to get very accurate energy values, we have revisited the process by performing geometry optimizations at the quadratic configuration interaction level with single and double excitations (QCISD) using the aug-cc-pVTZ basis set, and carrying out single-point energy calculations at the coupled cluster level with a full treatment of single and double excitations and a perturbative correction for triple excitations [CCSD(T)] extrapolated to the complete basis set (CBS) limit. as N 2 , O 2 , or CO 2 ) and only a small fraction of O( 1 D) reacts with water or methane to form OH radicals, according to reactions 2 and 3. The overall OH production rate associated to ozone photolysis can therefore be written as
where f OH represents the fraction of O( ) (25, 32, 33) . Likewise, using a typical ozone concentration of 7.5 × 10 11 molecules·cm −3 for the gas-phase ozone concentration at Earth's surface (9, 25) and f OH = 3%, we deduce an OH production rate of 0.7 × 10 6 molecules·cm The excellent results obtained in the gas phase for the photolysis rate constant and OH production rate validate our computational methodology and more specifically the calibration of the UV-Vis absorption energies. We now use the same methodology and the results of first-principles molecular dynamics simulations to estimate the OH production rate at the air-water interface. To this aim, we assume that all oxygen atoms produced in the ozone photolysis at the interface do immediately react with the surrounding water molecules. The following rate equation can then be used (where ½O 3 int represents the ozone concentration at the airwater interface, and J int O3 is the associated photolysis rate constant):
For the O 3 on-water concentration, we take the value ½O 3 int = 9.6 × 10 12 molecules·cm
, which has been estimated from the gas-phase ozone concentration used above and the solvation free energies obtained from our work (our estimated concentration of ozone in bulk water in these conditions is 4.2 × 10 10 molecules·cm
−3
). The photolysis rate constant at the interface is unknown. An upper limit can be estimated by assuming that the photolytic channels leading to either O( . From these values, we calculate an OH production rate at the air-water interface in the range 0.21-1.5 × 10 10 molecules·cm
, to be compared with our calculated production rate in the gas phase, 0.7 × 10 6 molecules·cm −3 ·s −1
. The upper limit for the OH production rate at the air-water interface is therefore predicted to be about three to four orders of magnitude larger than in the gas phase. In this estimation, the visible light contribution (450-700 nm) is found to be larger than the UV one (290-450 nm) by approximately a factor of 2. The OH radicals produced in this way may undergo desorption from the air-water interface and hence enter into the gas phase. However, OH radicals exhibit a marked affinity for the air-water interface (16, 17) , with a relative interface/gas concentration estimated to be ca. Table 2 . Zero-point energies (ZPE), relative energies (ΔE), and relative energies with ZPE (Δ(E + ZPE)) computed for the O( and therefore our results suggest that ozone photolysis at the surface of cloud water droplets can significantly contribute to the production of OH radicals at the interface of cloud surfaces. The calculated ozone photolysis rate constant and OH formation rates are summarized in Table 3 . The actual OH production depends of course on the water surface per volume unit ratio, which is usually quite large in clouds. For instance, for an average droplet radius of 10 −6 m and a volume fraction of liquid water in clouds of 10 −6 (36) the water surface/volume ratio is about 3 cm
. The relatively high water surface/volume ratio in clouds is thought to be responsible for significant heterogeneous chemistry in the troposphere, as shown in recent airborne measurements of methanol gas-phase concentration when a smoke plume intersected a cumulus cloud (37) . Our data suggest that heterogeneous reactions might explain the observed rapid loss of methanol and simultaneous production of formaldehyde. Our results further suggest that ozone photolysis at the surface of water droplets can significantly contribute to the production of OH radicals at the interface. The additional radicals produced in this way may undergo desorption from the droplets, entering into the gas phase, where they can participate in atmospheric oxidation processes. However, they are also likely to react in situ, in accord with suggestions from other simpler models (38) . Hydroxyl radicals can either recombine to form hydrogen peroxide (therefore modulating the OH activity deduced from our upperlimit OH production rate) or participate in oxidation reactions with adsorbed organic compounds. In summary, the surface of cloud water droplets can be an active chemical reactor that contributes to the oxidizing capacity of the troposphere on a global scale. The findings of this study suggest that gas-phase OH radical chemistry may not be the only initiator of oxidation of organics in the troposphere, but cloud surfaces could be a new additional source, in agreement with well-known examples of interface chemistry involving inorganic and organic species in the lower atmosphere (39) .
This work has several important broader implications. It shows an important role of aerosols and clouds beyond their function as a reflective/scattering radiation source in the overall atmospheric radiation balance. In particular, it shows that the air-water interface could stimulate photochemistry on aerosol/clouds surfaces. Interface effects appear to be significant and are found to have a strong influence on the ozone Chappuis band, specifically showing an enhancement of the cross-section maximum, which is increased by a factor of about 1.8, as well as a red shift and enlargement on the red side of the band. Matthews et al. (40) showed the importance of weak electronic absorption features in contributing to OH radical production in the gas-phase photochemistry in the troposphere, as a result of photochemistry in the electronic absorption tail. Our results show that the spectral perturbations exerted on ozone by the interface, which show the generation of electronic absorption tails in the relevant ozone bands, should lead to a marked enhancement of OH radical production at the interface. As far as UV penetrates optically thin clouds but not thick clouds, the conclusions above should principally apply for photochemistry in thin cirrus clouds (which are ubiquitous, even in "clear" skies) and at the top of dense clouds. They should also be taken into consideration for the explanation of OH enhancement in high aerosol concentrations, as the latter tend to have liquid water coatings.
Methods
The absorption spectrum of ozone at the air-water interface is obtained through a combination of first-principles MD simulations and MRCI calculations. MD simulations are carried out for the ozone molecule interacting with a slab of water molecules, using a combined QM/MM approach. Ozone is described quantum mechanically [B3LYP/6-311+G(d) level], with water molecules being described classically (using the three-point transferable intermolecular potential, TIP3P). Such a scheme allows for electrostatic embedding; i.e., the net atomic charges on water molecules polarize the electronic distribution of ozone. The effect of potential ions dissolved in the droplet has not been taken into account, so that our model corresponds to an aqueous medium with low ionic strength. The simulation box contains ozone and 499 water molecules and we apply periodic boundary conditions along the X and Y directions. After equilibration (canonical ensemble, T = 298 K), the simulation is carried out for 100 ps. To calculate the time-averaged UV-Vis absorption spectrum, the following computational protocol is used. From the simulation, a set of 300 snapshots is selected. For each snapshot, the water molecules within a cutoff radius of 12 Å around ozone are explicitly considered. Ozone and the closest water molecule are treated quantum mechanically in the electronic spectrum calculations whereas the remaining water molecules are treated classically; they generate an electrostatic embedding of the ozone-water complex. The spectra are calculated at the MRCI/cc-pVDZ level. The average spectrum is obtained by a convolution of the 300 MRCI calculations. To account for both vibrational quantum effects (zero-point energy) and errors connected with different approximations in the methodology, we have applied a systematic energy correction to the calculated absorption energies, as described in SI Text, which provides also further details on the computational approach. Table 3 . Ozone photolysis rate constants (J) and OH production rates (v OH ) in the gas phase and at the air-water interface
Gas phase
Air-water interface J, s 
